Canadian Tour 2015-2016
2050 Mansfield – rendez-vous à l’hôtel
Created by La 2e Porte à Gauche

Responsibilities of the presenter
Before the event:
 Make an agreement with the company for the host and emplacement of the show;
 Ensure the marketing strategy of the show and the media relations;
 Provide a fee to the company La 2e Porte à Gauche (L2PAG);
 Provide accommodation to the artistic and tour team (according to the agreement with
le Germain);
 Provide the technical equipment required and a technician for the setting;

During the week of representations:
 Provide a box-office during the event (revenues for the presenter);
 Hire the required theater staff for the good running of the show (number to be
determined);
 Hire 4 guides Engager 4 guides (for the reception of the public) dressed with clean and
elegant clothes for the good running of the show. Theses guides will conduct the public
during the presentation from room to room and have to be present for the reception of
the public. L2PAG will give them the necessary information before the event (1 hour
meeting);
 If necessary, provide an attendant for the cloakroom.

Responsibilities of the hotel
Before the event:
 Make an agreement with the company for the host and emplacement of the show;
 Provide a free access at the rooms and hotel facilities to the company during all the
event (setting, rehearsals and presentations);
 Provide accommodation to the artistic and tour team (according to the agreement with
the presenter)

During the week of representations:
 If necessary, provide a cloakroom for the reception of the public.
 Provide one or two waiting rooms for the public with a service of water and sofas. For
example: entrance, reception room or conference room. Discussions can be made for a
service of bar.
 Reserve an extra room as a dressing room for the artists.
 Provide a storage place for the technical equipment in the hotel.

Technical sheet (at the creation)
Note: This technical sheet gives an idea of what represents technically the hosting of the
show in hotel. Please note that during the adaptation of the piece, for the different room
configurations (Hotel ALT, Hotel Germain), we will try to simplify all the technical
aspects.
Jérémie Niel & Catherine Gaudet (room 306)
For the presenter
 A sound system for computer or MP3 player with subwoofer and speakers.
For the hotel



Remove the sofas.
Do not clean the room (only vacuum the carpet and clean the glass of the bath).



For L2PAG
Music of the piece on CD or MP3’s player and costumes.

Olivier Choinière & Marie Béland (room 307)
For the presenter
 One lamp with a gel (hot or amber colour), with dimmer and has to be
controlled from distance.


For the hotel
Vacuum the carpet and clean the glass of the bath.



For L2PAG
Two MP3 players with the music of the piece, two speakers, one flash light and
costumes

Catherine Vidal & Frédérick Gravel (room 406)
For the presenter
 Two little lamps (Micro Ellipse type) and one neon light (medium size) for the
bath.
 Install the tissue provided by the company in the bath.
For the hotel







Use of the television.
Use of the radio (with MP3 connection).
Use of the water bottles and apples.
Remove the sofas.
Remove the shower curtain.
Vacuum the carpet and clean the glass of the bath.



Pour L2PAG
A MP3’s player with the music of the piece, colored tissue, colored tubes of light
and costumes.

Olivier Kemeid & Virginie Brunelle (room 408)
For the presenter
 Two DVD players with the required wiring and the remote control.
 One projector (for example Epson) for the bathroom.
For the hotel






4 extra white sheets.
Use of the television.
Use of the electric iron.
Vacuum the carpet and clean the glass of the bath.
Change the wet sheets.



For L2PAG
DVDs for the tv and projector, one MP3’s player with the music, one small
speaker, beer, chips and costumes.

Video room (308)



For the presenter
One DVD player with the required wiring for the television.
One tablet or one laptop or one monitor with an extra DVD player, remote
control and required wiring.
For the hotel






Use of the television.
Use of the glasses in the room.
Remove the snack foods.
Follow the schedule provided by the company for the courtesy calls in the room.










For L2PAG
Wine bottles.
Photo books.
Videos from the Béland / Choinière room.
Sound editing of all the room.
Recorder radio.
Digital camera and polaroid camera.
Two head phones with one splitter.
Costumes of Niel / Gaudet room.

